
ALlCE SELLS DIAMONDS ON 42ND STREET, $10 A

bag. Twisted up in plastic like a piece of can

dy, each diamond is a bit of crack cocaine, 

enough to keep a buyer high for a little while. 

Alice is tall and serene, more handsome than 

pretty in a long auburn wig and purple hat. 

The harsh light of the porn theater reveals the 

beginnings of stubble. A man in a gray suit, 

about 35 and very white, approaches. He 

won't look her in the eye. "Let me get two," he 

mutters. "Hey, girl. What up with that hat?"

This customer is a hustler, red bandanna tied 

up in a bow on the front of his head. He 

swings a hip at Alice. "I only got nine-" he 

says, flashing wrinkled bills. "All right, bitch," 

Alice sighs in her low, murmuring voice. "You 

don't like the hat?" She touches her cheek de

murely. "It works with my outfit." Around 

midtown, all the crack.heads know Alice. The 

30-year-old drag queen has her own stoop in

Hell's Kitchen; she's there every night. It's 3

A.M. now, the "thirsty hour." They will swarm,

Alice says, like "roaches on bread.'' Alice

used to work for FedEx, but now she's a

crack.head, smokes off and on, she says, has

been for the past ten years. "I've seen what

crack can do," she says, weaving down 42nd

Street. "I've seen people go from sugar to

shit." The customers aren't allowed to stop

in front of her more than one at a time, so

they wander up and down the sidewalk, pac

ing aimlessly. First comes an Italian-Irish me

chanic who says he works for Mercedes:Benz.

Then a drunk, chubby blond guy in shorts be

ing yanked along by a transvestite hooker. An

Indian newsstand salesman asks Alice if she

will meet him at 3:30, to "do things forcibly."

"Skirt or pants?" Alice says. Alice stuffs 

At 13, he dreamed 

of being a gangster. 

Now he is one. 

But the life is 

harder than it looked. 

The inside story of 

a hotshot dealer. 
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